Innovative Organizations of Sound & People

From Whiteman to Henderson, Ellington, Kenton, Fuller, Russell, Evans, Mingus, Thad Jones, Quincy Jones, Nestico, Brookmeyer, Bley, Schneider and onward, composers and arrangers have advanced jazz through innovative organizations of sound and people. A large ensemble is always a significant event, an opportunity for musicians to come together in a shared celebration of sonic art with their communities. It’s still happening today, as these albums demonstrate.

Well-traveled lead trumpeter Bijon Watson (who passed away this fall) are all in mightyikes Ferguson’s arranger. Gadd, Gomez and Cuber hits, befitting Abene’s prior years as Maynard well as to a giant backing horn section. Still, there is plenty of power and authority in those horn limited to mostly fanfare-type intros and codas, rather than was necessary, for the ensemble work is stay out of the way.” He succeeded in that more ing the guys … you got to figure out a way to large ensemble is always a significant event, an opportunity for musicians to come together in a shared celebration of sonic art with their communities. It’s still happening today, as these albums demonstrate.
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